CITIZEN-SENTINALS’ NEWSLETTER
Letter to Congressman Goodlatte
By Kathleen Hall
I strongly implore you to call for Prosecutor
Mueller to step down as the Special Prosecutor.
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Mueller’s latest actions, in attempting now to
personally destroy the President's private lawyer, go
beyond any precedent a President has ever endured
in our history. It’s obvious to a vast majority of
furious American citizens that Mueller is out of
control and lacks any judgement or concern as to
what his original purpose was supposed to be.
His responsibility to the country he serves is
nonexistent. His actions are destructive to the
fabric of our electoral process that puts America
above police state regimes. He is allowing us to
become one.
The Republican party is destroying itself by
standing by and allowing the destruction of our
Republic by the very corrupt minority party whose
serious, known crimes are ignored.
As far as many people are concerned, there is no
Republican party.
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That is why the danger is so great; the criminal,
powerful Far Left is close to winning and
destroying the greatest country to ever exist.
Republicans are surrendering and refusing to stand
and fight for our President, whose agenda is an
America-saving agenda. It's as simple as that. He
wants to save America, and Republicans would
rather protect their power and donor class who
control our government with the help of both
parties. America will not recover if they succeed.
Please take a stand and refuse to accept the
despicable path this Russia investigation has taken
by ignoring the actual discovered Russia collusion
by the Democrat Party, and now taking down
anyone the President relies on to do his job as
President, duly elected by the people of the United
States of America.

He was a man who cared deeply about America’s
greatest resource - her children. The post-modern
world’s greatest problem is that she over analyzes
everything, and, in doing so, misses the message.
Grouping, collecting, left, right, victim, oppressor,
Social Justice warrior, BLM, etc. etc. Analysis and
classification of the beautiful, the good and the
true, is the sickness of hubris in the immature
modern mind desperately seeking relevance.
What Rogers wanted us to do was to be strong

Fred McFeely Rogers, alias Mr. Rogers, actor/Pres. minister

In My Neighborhood
By Suzanne Crux
Mr. Rogers is back in the news, popularly trending
on Facebook, a new Forever stamp, and a
Documentary, "Won't You Be My Neighbor," from
director Morgan Neville due out in June, 2018, all
to Celebrate Mr. Rogers Neighborhood 50th year
anniversary on PBS. The analysts and critics have all
begun their discourse on why he was popular, why
he wore the long sweaters or what they thought of
King Friday or Prince Tuesday. Perhaps you have
encountered some of the conversation yourself,
reminiscing when you were a tot watching him or
that either your aunt did or did not like his show.
But to reminisce on the nostalgic details is to not
truly honor who Fred Rogers was.

individuals by acknowledging life was tough and
giving young ones the skills necessary to deal with
life’s adversity. Rogers promoted this idea to kids
on television. “American Individualism”, a book
written by Herbert Hoover, also promoted this
same idea to adults. Both men realized that strong
individuals make a better nation than a bunch of
divided injured groups.
In 1969, Fred Rogers appeared before the United
States Senate Subcommittee on Communications.
His goal was the continued support and funding for
his show by demonstrating the value of his
message that children do not need to be
stimulated by artificial cartoon conflict, replete
with head-bopping. Children have enough of their
own frustrations in daily life, teaching children how
to positively deal with anger and frustration was
what was missing in television and that was what
the show was about. By the way, he got the money
to continue the show. This sincere message of his
was the meat and heart of who Mr. Rogers was and
not his sweater.
(Rogers – Continued on Page 3)
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(Rogers – Continued from Page 2)

To ignore the bigger picture of anything in favor of
its details is to be blind. Hundreds of books a year
are published on the details of the WWII, yet we
know the real problem was that Hitler, Mussolini
and Hideki Tojo were arrogant pricks.
Similarly, the current trend to dissect the Founders
every human flaw and detail such as “James
Madison was short and wore black all the time” is
to ignore his life’s work of research and action.
These incredible men created a system of
government, a Free Republic, reliant on selfgovernance. (This was Mr. Roger’s same message
of personal discipline, by the way). A system of
government, personal governance, free from a
Monarchial system of oppression and control
which we all enjoy today - if we can keep it.
Mr. Rogers’ documentary could not come at a
better time, as spring approaches so does the
season of self-aggrandizing destructive protestors.
The best Fred Rogers would want us to take away
from his show this summer is not his sweater. It is
his calm reasoned approach to dealing with the
frustrations of life, in a way the Wiggles will never
teach the young.
His favorite song, “That good feeling of control”
“What do you do when you feel angry? I
can stop when I want to, I can stop when I
wish, can stop, stop, stop, anytime.
And what a good feeling to feel like this and
know that the feeling is really mine, know
that there is something deep inside that
helps us become what we can. For a girl can
someday be a lady and a boy can someday
be a man.”
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The purpose of Citizen Sentinels Network is to
educate and serve the American people. We serve,
by keeping the vigil -- the cost of freedom.
Citizen-Sentinels' Newsletter portrays a wide
variety of conservative thought. Please let us
include your thoughts in our monthly edition. For
the greater good, send your original articles and
comments to:
csn.nc.74@gmail.com

Thomas Jefferson & Freedom
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